Study of the structure of the air and blood capillaries of the gas exchange tissue of the avian lung by serial section three-dimensional reconstruction.
We have previously reconstructed the gas exchange tissue of the adult muscovy duck, Cairina moschata using a method of manually aligning sections and tracing the contours of the components of the gas exchange tissue. This reconstruction method demonstrated that the air capillaries are comprised of an expanded globular part interconnected by narrow air channels. The blood capillaries completely surround the air capillaries forming an anastomosing meshwork of short segments. However, the resulting reconstruction was limited in scope because of the laborious process of tracing the profiles of each component through the sequence of micrographs. We have now reconstructed a larger proportion of the exchange tissue by using a cross-correlation based alignment strategy and have demonstrated that the staining intensity of each of the exchange tissue components is sufficiently different to allow them to be identified by simple filtering and thresholding. The resulting reconstructions sample a much larger proportion of the exchange tissue and demonstrate the heterogeneity of structures from different locations in the parabronchus. We have shown that a sheet-flow-type arrangement of blood capillaries surrounds the infundibulum; this represents an unexpected functional convergence with the arrangement of blood capillaries surrounding the mammalian alveoli. It is feasible, using this reconstruction strategy, to analyse the exchange tissue of a large number of avian species in order to determine structural correlates of function. The resulting reconstructions could be analysed in order to determine the basis of the functional efficiency and rigidity of the avian lung.